Leader peptide-mediated transcriptional attenuation of lysine biosynthetic gene cluster in Thermus thermophilus.
The molecular mechanism for regulation of the genes involved in the biosynthesis of amino acids is poorly identified in Thermus thermophilus. In this study, we analyzed the transcriptional control of the major lysine biosynthetic gene cluster in T. thermophilus. S1 nuclease mapping revealed that the transcription, which is repressed by lysine, starts at 111 bp, upstream of the translational start codon, ATG, for the homocitrate synthase (hcs) gene. The 5'-leader region of 111 bp carries a sequence that can encode a short peptide of 14 amino acids with tandem-arranged lysine residues in its sequence. The nucleotide sequence of the region suggests that the transcript can form complicated secondary structures. Deletion of most of the 5'-leader region or mutation of the tandem lysine codons suppressed the transcriptional repression by lysine. Mutation of the tandem codons from lysine to glutamine resulted in glutamine-dependent repression of the gene connected downstream, indicating that the leader peptide mediated the transcriptional attenuation of the gene expression. This is the first report demonstrating the transcriptional regulation of amino acid biosynthesis in T. thermophilus.